Introducing Lexis+™
The one-of-a-kind ecosystem of integrated
legal solutions, all in one complete experience.

PRACTICAL GUIDANCE
LEGAL RESEARCH

BRIEF ANALYSIS
LITIGATION ANALYTICS

LEGAL NEWS HUB

Answer Legal Questions
Legal Research

Search the most comprehensive collection of case
law, leading editorial analysis, and practical guidance
quickly and confidently, with the most streamlined
research experience.

Accomplish Legal Tasks

Practical Guidance

Work quickly and confidently with trusted,
data-driven practical guidance including practice
notes, checklists, key market insights, and more
- all in one place.

Accelerate Litigation Success
Litigation Analytics

Ensure your success in litigation and safeguard the
quality of your work with valuable insights into the
trends and behaviors of judges, courts, attorneys, and
law firms, featuring analytics for caseloads, experience
across case types, timing to key milestones, and
damages.

Apply Legal Strategy

Brief Analysis

Build the strongest and most persuasive
arguments and find relevant materials with
targeted research recommendations and
Shepard’s® analysis. A great tool for finding
weakness in opposing counsel's argument.

Access Legal News
Legal News Hub

Seamlessly incorporate Law360 news into your
workflow and stay on top of leading business and
practice of law stories from 70+ practice areas with a
fully integrated news experience.

Lexis Answers®

Resolve legal questions and find citable authority
without searching for and reading lengthy documents
—enter any natural language question into the search
and locate the answer directly within the document
where the answer is found.

Search Term Maps

Preview relevant resources faster by reviewing
patterns and the largest concentration of your
search terms—across all major content types—
within the results list and in each full document.

Shepard’s® At Risk
Identify cases at risk of being overruled, where
the underlying points of law have been negatively
treated by other decisions in the same jurisdiction,
and ensure you’re citing the absolute best authority
for a point of law.

Code Compare

Stay updated on the law and legislative intent,
statutory changes over time, and whether laws
are becoming more or less restrictive by easily
comparing any two versions of a statute section
side-by-side.

Welcome to the Lexis+™ experience, for all your legal workflows
—from search to strategy, start to finish.
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